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Chodai Co., Ltd.
Head Office:
1-20-4, Nihonbashi Kakigara-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-0014, Japan
February 21, 1968
Telephone:
+81-3-6860-5974 (International Engineering Dept.)
3,107,500,000 yen
Telefax:
+81-3-6860-5978 (International Engineering Dept.)
Yasuji NAGAYA
E-mail:
info-itn@chodai.co.jp
782 (As of September 2020)
Website:
https://www.chodai.co.jp/en/
・Public works and utilities agencies in Japan, Japan International Cooperation Agency
・Japan Bank for International Cooperation, Government agencies in other countries
・The World Bank, The Asian Development Bank
・Private developers, Construction companies

Providing Services
Based on our slogan "People, dreams and technology", CHODAI is dedicated to developing technology for the creation of local
infrastructure to help people realize their dreams.
We believe that infrastructure including civil structures such as bridges, tunnels, roads and railways, utilities such as water supply and
electricity, as well as harbors, rivers, schools and hospitals are the foundation on which people can build secure and affluent lives.
CHODAI's services cover all project phases from project formation, master planning, preliminary studies, detailed design, cost estimates,
bidding and contract documentation, bidding procedures including evaluation, for the operation and maintenance of infrastructure projects.
In addition, CHODAI has conducted several regional development projects under Public-Private Partnership (PPP) especially in the
fast-growing Southeast Asian countries, particularly the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Laos, and Thailand. These long-term projects
cover the development of basic infrastructure such as power generation and water supply facilities which help develop local industries and
create jobs that contribute to the growth of regional economies.
CHODAI thus incorporates all 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) into the scope of our business and strives to achieve them
in order to create a sustainable world.

Project Achievements
CHODAI has extensive experience of not only infrastructure technology but also regional development.
Road Design (Tonga)

Rice Processing Mill
(Philippines)
Akashi Kaikyo Bridge (Japan)
Small Hydro Plant (Philippines)

MRT Tunnel
(Indonesia)

Aqua Culture
(Philippines)

Suez Canal Bridge (Egypt)

High Speed Railway F/S (Indonesia)
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